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An assessment of inductively coupled plasma orthogonal acceleration time-of-flight mass spectrometry

(ICP-oa-TOF-MS) for measurement of isotope ratios arising from steady-state and transient signal detection
is presented. An HPLC pump and autosampler were used to introduce microliter volumes of analyte solution

into a carrier flow to generate precise and repeatable transient signals having a FWHM of approximately 1 s.
Analog and pseudo pulse data processing modes were evaluated and found to obey Poisson statistics for

prediction of isotope ratio performance. Use of pseudo pulse counting is restricted by the limited linear
range of response and cannot exceed approximately 0.2 counts per pushout. This limitation does not impede

analog detection, which thus permits precise isotope ratio measurements to be achieved at higher analyte
concentrations using shorter integration times. For transient signals, area measurements are superior to

averaging point-to-point measurements across the peak for optimum ratio precision. Although the TOF
system provides for simultaneous sampling of the extracted pulse, thereby permitting elimination of

correlated noise through ratioing techniques, detection remains sequential and noise components present in
the detection system limit isotope ratio precision in this study to 0.04% RSD.

Introduction

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS) is a
principle technique for inorganic analytical laboratories, per-

mitting application of various calibration strategies, including
isotope dilution as a primary method of analysis. Currently,

the most popular instruments use a scanning quadrupole mass
filter (QMS) to separate ions of different mass/charge; how-

ever, there has been recent interest in time-of-flight (TOF)
based detection. Reviews by Guilhaus1,2 and Ray and Hieftje3

discuss the advantages and difficulties of coupling a plasma
source to a TOF-MS analyzer.

The basic principle of a TOF instrument is to electrostati-

cally inject an isokinetic packet of ions into a flight tube which
is either orthogonally or axially positioned relative to the

source. Their subsequent drift permits separation as a result
of their different velocities. The arrival time of an ion at the

detector distinguishes its mass/charge. This requires a detector
and processing electronics capable of recording events on a

nanosecond time-scale with repetition rates, as each packet of
ions is sampled, on the order of tens of microseconds.

The analytical characteristics of an ICP-TOF-MS instrument
produced by LECO (Renaissance) and based on axial accel-

eration (aa) have been presented in several reports.4–6

Orthogonal acceleration (oa), used in the GBC OptiMass

8000 ICP-TOF-MS, has also been discussed.7 The fundamental
aspects of the two configurations have been contrasted in

several reviews.1–3,8,9

The general advantages often cited with a TOF configura-

tion include: (1) enhanced sample throughput and elemental
coverage, wherein a complete mass spectrum is generated from

each ion-gating event; (2) unlimited use of internal standards
without performance compromises; (3) improved isotope ratio

precision capability owing to the high correlation of the noise
sources for all isotopes achieved with simultaneous sampling

(extraction) and (4) elimination of time (spectral) skew to
permit reliable characterization of multi-isotope signals arising

from transient sample introduction devices such as laser abla-
tion, flow injection, electrothermal vaporization and chroma-

tographic based techniques.
Limitations to the accurate determination of multiple ele-

ments with fast transient signals using spectral scanning MS
detectors have been the subject of several recent papers.10–12 It

has been argued that the nature of scanning instruments is not
optimal for such multi-element measurements; as the number

of ions of interest increase, the dwell time for each isotope
decreases in order to preserve temporal signal information. As

well, fluctuations in the rate of sample introduction and plasma
noise restrict high precision isotope ratio measurement capa-

bility.
Resano et al.11 have suggested that for a peak width of 1.5–

2 s, three or four data points are sufficient to define transient

signal profiles, permitting more than 20 elements to be deter-
mined using a QMS before detrimental effects on the precision,

detection limits and sensitivity occur. By contrast, Björn et al.12

have suggested that to obtain calibration slopes with less than

1% standard deviation it is necessary to acquire 7 to 24 data
points to characterize a typical ETV peak using a 5 to 50 ms

dwell time. This would limit the number of mass-to-charge
ratios that could be monitored to between 4 and 10 with QMS

detection. Irrespective of such arguments, the use of TOF
based detection is an attractive approach to overcome such

difficulties and has been pursued in a number of publica-
tions.13,14 Peláez et al.15 compared ICP-QMS and ICP-aa-

TOF-MS for isotope ratio measurement precision on transients
having different full width at half maximum (FWHM) char-

acteristics. They recommended the TOF for peaks narrower
than 8 s FWHM or when greater than 15 isotopes were to be

measured. Wehmeier et al.16 investigated the influence on
precision and accuracy of isotope ratio measurements using

different methods of peak calculation to characterize transient
signals. Multi-collector ICP-MS and ICP-aa-TOF-MS were

compared using point to point, area and trapezium methods
for the determination of the 123/121Sb ratio. Carrión et al.17
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concluded that acquisition times should be as long as possible
while maintaining good transient peak definition for the best

precision on isotope ratios measured with transients. However,
it should be noted that in their study signal profiles similar to

those obtained by laser ablation (LA), which can approach
1 min FWHM, were considered to be ‘‘transient’’.

The application of ICP-oa-TOF-MS to the measurement of
precise multi-isotope ratios derived from transient signals is the

primary subject of this study wherein consideration is given to
the fundamental limitations of the detection system and count-

ing statistics that ultimately impact resulting performance.
Based on knowledge of these limitations, experiments can be

designed to derive the maximum possible performance from
such an instrument.

Experimental

Instrumentation

An OptiMass 8000 ICP-oa-TOF-MS instrument (GBC Scientic

Equipment Pty. Ltd, Australia) was used. Since the publication
of ref. 7, the data acquisition components of the OptiMass

8000 have been upgraded to incorporate a digital signal
averager (Model: AP100, Acqiris, Geneva, Switzerland). The

averager is capable of operating at 1 gigasample per second
(GS s�1) but is set to 0.5 GS s�1 to provide a sampling interval

of 2 ns. This sampling rate is used to ensure a compatible

transfer rate, up to 100 MB s�1 (using PCI bus) to the PC. The
averager has a 500 MHz analog bandwidth and 8 bits of

vertical resolution. The sustained trigger rate of the digitizer
can easily keep up with the typical cycle times of the OptiMass

without data loss. No on-board data processing was performed
before data transfer.

Ion detection was achieved utilizing a discrete dynode
electron multiplier (Model AF834H, ETP, Ermington, NSW,

Australia). Data was compiled by Microsoft Access software
and subsequently exported to Microsoft Excel spreadsheets for

further manipulation. Instrument conditions were optimized
daily for 165Ho response with respect to both peak height

sensitivity and peak shape (resolution). Typical instrument
settings are summarized in Table 1. No mass bias corrections

were applied in these experiments. Samples were introduced
using a concentric nebulizer (Glass Expansion Pty. Ltd, Cam-

berwell, Victoria, Australia) coupled to a 50 ml thermostated
(15 1C) cyclonic spray chamber (Glass Expansion). Transient

sample introduction was performed using an Agilent 1100
binary HPLC pump and autosampler (Agilent Technologies

Inc., Palo Alto, CA).

Procedure

Both steady-state and transient sample introduction were

studied. Various acquisition times were evaluated, as were
the effects of analyte concentration and isotope abundance.

For steady-state measurements, liquid uptake rate was con-
trolled by selection of the instrument peristaltic (12 roller)

pump speed and set for approximately 1.2 ml min�1.
To simulate transient signals, the HPLC pump was con-

nected to the nebulizer using 0.0200 (id) Teflon tubing and
operated at 3 ml min�1 using deionized water (DIW) as a

carrier. Sample injection volumes of 2 mL were used. Reprodu-
cibility of sample introduction was assessed using the Agilent

UV detector and found to conform with the manufacturer
specifications of o1% RSD for repeat measurements.

Reagents and standards

Deionized water (DIW) was obtained from a NanoPure
(Barnsted, UK) purification system using reverse osmosis

water as a feed. High purity HNO3 was prepared in-house by
sub-boiling distillation of the reagent grade feedstock using a

quartz still housed in a Class 10 fume cupboard. Stock solu-
tions of the various elements were prepared by dissolution of

the pure elements or their high-purity salts (Alfa Aesar, Ward
Hill, MA) in acid, followed by dilution with DIW and storage

in pre-cleaned screw capped polypropylene bottles.

Results and discussion

The effects of drift and multiplicative noise from the ICP can

contribute to imprecision when measuring isotope ratios.
Consequently, careful optimization of the peak hopping ap-

proach used to quantitate signals with QMS based instruments
is required to minimize the effects of these noise sources. In

QMS systems, the mass filter is tuned to the mass of interest,
the electronics are allowed to settle and the measurement is

taken for a fixed period of time (i.e., dwell time). The process is
repeated sequentially for each m/z over the selected acquisition

time. As more isotopes are included in the suite of analytes to
be determined, the measurement precision can further deterio-

rate as decreased time is spent acquiring ion intensity for a
particular isotope. This problem can be minimized (but not

eliminated) with steady-state sample introduction by employ-
ing acquisition times of several minutes. However, for transient

signals that evolve over a period of a few seconds, measure-
ment time is limited and this option is not available.

One of the benefits often cited with TOF based instrumenta-

tion is that the entire mass range can be sampled in a short
period of time such that source noise is essentially eliminated

from the final measurement.6 The GBC OptiMass 8000 sam-
ples the continuous ion beam by an electrostatic orthogonal

pushout of a discrete volume of ions. This packet of ions is then
m/z separated in a 0.7 m flight tube equipped with a reflectron

(providing an effective 1.4 m overall flight path), where the
heaviest ion of interest (260 u) takes approximately 32 ms to

reach the detector. The pushout frequency for each ion packet
is 29411 Hz or every 34 ms. During the selected acquisition time

the signal is summed over the corresponding number of push-
outs. For example, 147 055 pushouts are summed during a 5 s

acquisition time and 2941 pushouts for a 0.1 s period. Since
each pushout reflects simultaneous multi-element coverage,

Table 1 ICP-TOFMS operating conditions

ICP source:

Rf power (27.12 MHz) 1150 W

Plasma gas flow rate 10 l min�1

Auxiliary gas flow rate 1.0 l min�1

Nebulizer gas flow rate 0.920 l min�1

Mass spectrometer:

Ion optics

Skimmer �900 V

Extraction �1300 V

Z1 �90 V

Y mean �50 V

Y deflection �4 V

Z lens mean �1200 V

Z lens deflection 0 V

Lens body �145 V

Pulse shaping:

Fill �32 V

Fill bias 0.5 V

Fill grid �19 V

Pushout plate 605 V

Pushout grid �440 V

Reflectron 680 V

Detection:

Multiplier gain: 2300 V
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noise sources in the plasma uniformly influence the signal over
the mass range, unlike sequential peak hopping measurements

where rapid fluctuations can affect signals unequally. Thus,
correlated noise related to ion extraction can be eliminated

using ion ratioing techniques. However, ion detection using a
TOF-MS occurs in a sequential fashion and noise that affects

the analyzer and detection portion of the instrument cannot be
eliminated in this manner.

It is an often stated advantage of the TOF that it has the
ability to generate an entire mass spectrum for each repetition

or oa pushout.9 Although true, in practice the signals recorded
from one oa pulse are often too small to be useful, as the peaks

are imprecisely defined and insufficient number of ions are
collected to have any statistical relevance. Accurate spectra are

created from histogrammed counts of ion arrival events over
several thousand individual oa pushouts. Monitoring of single

pushouts was pursued in this study in an attempt to gain an
understanding of the signal processing characteristics of this

instrument.

Signal processing

A prerequisite of TOF-MS is the ability to digitize very fast
signals over a useful dynamic range. Two modes of signal

processing, analog and pseudo-pulse counting, are available

and are described below.

Analog mode

In analog mode, the discrete dynode electron multiplier detec-
tor responds to an ion arrival event with production of a 3–5 ns

wide pulse of electrons having an amplitude proportional to
the number of ions striking the detector. This electron current

is converted to a voltage and subsequently amplified and
processed by the signal averager to produce a digitized output.

Analog outputs are typically measured in volts, although the
term counts (as designated by the instrument software) will be

used in all subsequent discussion. The AP100 resolves the input
into 256 voltage levels that correspond to the 8-bit ADC range

of 0 to 255 ‘‘counts’’. The voltage corresponding to zero counts
is determined by a voltage offset value from a baseline mea-

surement. The ion signals are assigned to sequential 2 ns time
bins covering the mass range up to 260 u. Since the time width

of a single ion peak can vary, and is generally greater than 2 ns,
it is typical that signals are collected in 3 to 5 time bins around

the centroid of the mass peak. The digital averager sums the
results for each specific 2 ns time bin for every pushout over the

acquisition period specified.
Steady-state sample introduction was initially used to eval-

uate the characteristics of the detector for recording each oa

pushout. The amplitude of the output pulse from a single ion

striking the detector is not of fixed magnitude, but follows a
distribution of pulse heights. Fig. 1 displays the pulse height

distribution of the signal obtained for the introduction of a
0.5 ng ml�1 solution of Ho. These results were generated by

monitoring 29 time bins centered on m/z 165 with an acquisi-

tion time of 34 ms (i.e., a single oa pushout); 1000 sequential
pushouts were recorded. Ion arrival event ‘‘signals’’ were found

in 101 of the 1000 pushouts collected. One pushout contained
an output of 74 ‘‘counts’’ summed over the 29 time bins,

although 6 and 18 counts were the most frequently recorded
signal intensities. Based on a consideration of the Poisson

distribution, it can be calculated that the probability of more
than one ion being responsible for the signal in a particular

time bin is only 0.5%. Fig. 1 presents the case of a weak signal
wherein noise from the amplifier electronics results in a sig-

nificant FWHM of the pulse height distribution. For this
example, the peak threshold for the detector was set at five

and thus pushouts generating one to four unit ‘‘counts’’ were
ignored.

Pseudo pulse mode

The data acquisition system can be used in a pseudo pulse

counting mode, wherein the signal averager operates in a
binary fashion, limiting the output to a maximum of one count

per event. In other words, instead of the measurement of
multiple counts over consecutive time bins, some that could

be as large as 74 (Fig. 1), only one count or output signal is
registered to a single time bin. This is a function of the signal

averager and hence the term ‘‘pseudo pulse’’ is appropriate as
this approximates pulse counting but is not in the conventional

sense a pulse counter. It should be reiterated that the use of the
term ‘‘counts’’ as signal units may mislead readers, as it is used

in both analog and pseudo pulse modes. In pseudo pulse mode,
introduction of a 0.5 ppb solution of Ho resulted in 101 counts,

one for every ion arrival event, whereas with analog recording,
the same solution produced an output of 2205 (i.e., summed

counts in Fig. 1). Pseudo pulse counting severely limits the
linear response of the detection system, as multiple ions of a

given m/z arriving at the detector result in only one count being
registered. As well, in pseudo pulse counting mode the appar-

ent peak resolution is slightly improved for the same number of
ion arrival events. With analog counting, a signal above the

threshold is registered over several consecutive times bins
which are then summed over multiple pushouts to define the

peak shape. With pseudo pulse measurements, the signal from
an ion event is assigned to only one 2 ns time bin at the centroid

of the analog pulse. Consequently, the resulting peak, derived
by summing many ion arrival events, is more narrow in pseudo

pulse than analog acquisition mode as the later reflects not only
the ion arrival time at the detector but also the width of the

resulting impulse.

Limitations of linear range

Linearity in pseudo-pulse mode was assessed by preparing a

graph of counts per pushout vs. analyte concentration. For this

purpose, a selection of isotopes was used to construct calibra-
tion curves over the range from 0 to 20 ng ml�1. The output

from each pushout was recorded. The baseline mass width of
the m/z range integrated was dependent on the isotope, but was

generally 0.7 to 0.8 u centered on the m/z of interest. Results
are presented in Fig. 2, wherein deviation from linearity is

observed to occur in the range of 0.2 counts per pushout for all
isotopes. This fundamental limitation to linear range with this

instrument is independent of the sensitivity. In the case of
103Rh, this corresponds to a concentration of approximately

2 ng ml�1. Clearly, a 10-fold more sensitive instrument will
attain non-linear response at a 10-fold lower concentration.

In analog mode, calibration linearity is not similarly re-
stricted. As previously noted, many counts per pushout can be

Fig. 1 Detector output in analog mode representing distribution of
pulse heights obtained for 1000 pushouts during steady-state introduc-
tion of a 0.5 ng ml�1 solution of 165Ho.
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recorded, contrary to the limitation of one count per pushout
in pseudo pulse mode. The upper limit of linearity in analog

mode occurs near 500 ng ml�1. Fig. 3 displays calibration
curves for 107Ag using both measurement methods. In this

case, the analog signal output was 50-fold larger than the
pseudo pulse signal in the concentration range where both

systems have a linear response. The exact cross-calibration
factor is detector voltage dependent, the analog signal approxi-

mately doubles with every increase in 100 V applied to the
detector whereas the pseudo pulse signal remains relatively

constant, as would be expected since only the first bit of the
ADC is used.

Poisson counting statistics

Steady-state measurements. For detection systems which

respond to the random arrival of counted entities, Poisson
counting statistics dictates that the precision of such measure-

ments is proportional to the square root of their signal intensity
(number of ion counts). Experimentally, response from the

pseudo pulse mode is found to be in accord with this principle;
measurement precision follows a parabolic decay with increas-

ing count rate, approaching an asymptotic value at high signal
intensity. As an example, the precision of measurement of the
107/109Ag ratio, expressed as an RSD, is presented in Fig. 4 and
compared to theoretical values for acquisition times varying

from 0.05 to 500 s. A 2 ppb solution was used to derive these
data as this concentration is at the upper limit of linearity for

pseudo pulse mode data acquisition. A limiting precision of
0.04% RSD is achieved, comparable to values reported pre-

viously with ICP-aa-TOF-MS.4,6

Fig. 4 also displays results obtained with analog signal

processing. The precision of analog measurements cannot be

predicted without first converting the analog intensities to their

equivalent pseudo pulse response using the cross-correlation

conversion factor. The precision of the converted analog
signals agrees quite well with the pseudo pulse and theoretical

precision for the same acquisition times.
The precision of the 107/109Ag ratio in analog mode was

further examined by constructing a calibration curve up to
1000 ng ml�1, well beyond the pseudo pulse linearity limit of

2 ppb. Again, converting the analog response to equivalent
pseudo pulse values provided RSD’s in good agreement with

calculated theoretical values, as shown in Fig. 5. Data are
based on the mean of seven repeats of a series of Ag calibration

solutions.

Isotope ratio performance for transient sample introduction

Point-to-point measurement. Several choices are available
when isotope ratio measurements are to be derived from

transient signals. The time integrated peak area or peak height
of the transient as well as the individual points that define the

transient can all be used to calculate such ratios. One obvious
criterion when taking ratio measurements from disparate

signal intensities is that linear response is essential. If the signal
of the most abundant isotope begins to deviate from linearity

before that of the less abundant isotope, inaccurate ratios will
occur. An example of this is shown in Fig. 6A, which displays a

transient signal for Tl. The 205/203Tl ratio changes continuously
over the peak profile as the signals for 205Tl and 203Tl are not

linearly related to each other over the full portion of the
transient; as signal saturation is evident over the peak of the
205Tl signal. In analog mode, the same solution produced the

transient shown in Fig. 6B. A constant 205/203Tl ratio is evident

Fig. 2 Counts per pushout vs. concentration. J 65Cu,B 63Cu, ’
173Yb, m102Rh, � 238U.

Fig. 3 Calibration curve for 107Ag using TT pseudo pulse and --
analog detection.

Fig. 4 Effect of acquisition time on 107/109Ag ratio precision. 2 ng
ml�1, & measured analog counting, � measured pseudo pulse count-
ing, TT Poisson statistics based on measured pseudo pulse response.

Fig. 5 RSD of 107/109Ag ratio versus concentration for 1 s integration,
n ¼ 7. & measured analog counting, TT Poisson limit based on
conversion of intensity of equivalent pseudo pulse mode results.
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over the peak FWHM that gradually becomes limited by signal

noise at the extremes of the transient.

Peak area measurement. Isotope ratios can also be calculated

using total time integrated peak area intensities if resolution is
sufficient that overlap from adjacent peaks is not an issue.

Transient peaks were generated using an HPLC pump to
introduce discrete 2 ml volumes of a multielement solution into

a 3 ml min�1 flow of DIW. These signals are temporally similar
to those generated using ETV sample introduction and were

used for the calculations that follow.
A selection of seven isotope ratios ranging from 1 : 1

(142/144Nd) to 1 : 46 (208/204Pb) was measured with the max-
imum count rate for the most abundant isotope designed to be

near the upper range of linear calibration response (in pseudo
pulse mode) so as to guarantee optimum precision. Using

pseudo pulse counting, acquisition times over the 3 s of
measurement time were varied between 10 and 1000 ms. Table

2 summarizes the theoretical RSDs for the various ratio
measurements and compares them to the experimental RSD

of the mean derived from seven injections. As the isotope
abundance becomes more divergent, the RSD generally in-

creases as the response from the lesser abundant isotope

approaches the baseline noise. Random variation is observed
in the determined RSD’s for a specific ratio as the acquisition

time changes, suggesting that the number of points used to
define the peak is not an important factor when the entire peak

area is used for this calculation and there is otherwise no
interest in the temporal information associated with the peak.

The same experiment was performed using analog detection.
Consistent with previous results, the RSD’s obtained were

similar to the pseudo-pulse counting results shown in Table 2.
Two different calculations (total area and average of point-

to-point measurements across the peak) were compared for the
calculation of ratios using analog recording. The results for the

point-to-point method are summarized in Table 3, based on
seven repeat transients. The points included in the calculation

of the mean were chosen to be those above the FWHM of the
peak. The individual data points defining the isotope pairs for

each transient were ratioed and the mean of the calculated
ratios was taken. These values were then used to calculate the

standard deviation of the mean for the seven repeat transients.
The results in Table 3 show that the precision of the ratio

measurement is degraded as more data points are used to
define the transient because the associated shorter acquisition

periods result in lower intensities for each measurement and
correspondingly less precise ratios, in accordance with Poisson

statistics.
Table 4 illustrates the situation wherein the isotope ratios are

calculated from the time integrated area of the entire transient.
Results are reported as the standard deviation of the mean of

seven repeats. The ratios are generally more uniform for the

various acquisition times compared to the point-to-point re-
sults. As expected, the precision degrades as more disparate

ratios are measured and the signal for the less abundant
isotope decreases.

It should be noted that the data presented in Tables 3 and 4
are based on measurements of small signal transients (120 pg

absolute) and chosen to enable comparison with pseudo pulse
data collection. Isotope ratio reproducibility is significantly

improved when more intense signals are processed. As shown
by several authors,6,18 the level of precision that can be

attained in such case is comparable to that currently available
with most quadrupole based instruments, i.e., 0.04%.

When multiple isotopes are to be measured, the superior
sensitivity of quadrupole based instruments can offset the

benefits obtained from simultaneous based detection systems
when data are primarily count rate limited. Individual situa-

tions will dictate the extent of this advantage. When transients
are measured, advantages in sensitivity can be further offset by

the number of data points that must be acquired in order to
accurately sample the peak in time. As previously noted,

however, with TOF based detection the number of points used
to define a transient peak is not an important factor when the

entire peak area is used for quantitation.
For steady-state measurements, a recent example illustrating

the benefit of the simultaneous measurement capability of the

Fig. 6 Transient response for HPLC introduction of 1 ml of 10 mg
ml�1 Tl. & 205Tl, m 203Tl, � 205/203Tl, TT expected ratio. A pseudo-
pulse, B analog.

Table 2 Effect of acquisition time on isotope ratio precision derived from transient signals recorded in pseudo pulse counting mode using peak area

intensity

Precision of measurement, RSD, %

Acquisition times, ms

Element Expected ratio Theoretical 1000 500 200 100 50 40 20 10

142/144Nd 1.14 3.6 3.1 4.7 2.8 5.0 4.2 3.6 3.1 2.9
174/173Yb 1.97 3.4 2.4 3.0 3.3 2.4 1.2 4.0 3.1 2.8
142/145Nd 3.27 5.2 3.4 6.1 8.1 5.8 4.9 3.7 4.3 5.8
142/148Nd 4.71 5.8 9.2 6.1 3.0 5.6 6.3 8.8 4.3 7.4
174/170Yb 10.4 6.7 5.7 5.5 4.4 4.9 5.8 5.7 4.0 3.7
115/113In 22.3 10.6 11.1 9.0 5.8 12.0 10.0 8.3 10.0 8.4
208/204Pb 46 11.2 5.4 12.3 6.3 11.4 5.8 13.4 14.4 8.0
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TOF was demonstrated by Yang et al.19 For the measurement
of three isotopes of Hg, the augmented noise from the sample

introduction system incorporating a gas liquid separator does
not limit the precision obtained using the TOF, whereas this

noise source remains a significant factor for a scanning based

detection system.

Conclusions

An understanding of the characteristics and limitations of the

detection modes available with the OptiMass 8000 ICP-
oa-TOF-MS enables users to select and optimize measurement

protocols to fit their analytical requirements. Precision of
isotope ratio measurements with this instrument is generally

dictated by Poisson counting statistics, both for steady-state
and transient sample introduction.

As with all detection systems used for simultaneous or
sequential isotope ratio determinations, linearity in measure-

ment must be assured, otherwise accuracy is forfeited. When
using (pseudo) pulse counting for oa-TOF-MS characteriza-

tion of transient signals, this limits ion flux to the detector to

o0.2 ions per pushout. Enhancing the ion yield or sensitivity
of the instrument will not serve to remove this limitation,

which is inherent to this pseudo pulse counting detection
system. Isotope ratio precision can, of course, be enhanced

by time integrating the total counts under the signal transient
or by summing results (i.e., integrated counts) arising from

introduction of replicate transients so as to improve counting
statistics derived from a mean of several measurements.

Analog measurement mode is thus preferable, and ratio
precision can be circuitously predicted from the relationship

between pseudo pulse counting and analog output (i.e., the
cross-correlation factor), as it also obeys Poisson statistics.

However, because the constraint of maintaining ion arrival
events ato0.2 per pushout is no longer present, higher analyte

concentrations can be tolerated (while maintaining linearity
of response), thereby enhancing precision by acquisition of

increased counts at both the peak apex and over the area of
a transient signal. Under steady-state conditions, a count

limited precision of 0.04% for the 107/109Ag ratio was ob-

tained using a 20 s acquisition and introduction of a
200 ppb solution. This limit is comparable to data reported

in other studies using ICP-TOF-MS.4,6 Attempts to further
enhance isotope ratio precision using increased integration

times or higher analyte concentrations were unsuccessful.
Clearly, there are additional sources of non-correlated noise

arising from the detection system. One of which may be related
to the ion pulse height distribution. Similarly, at extremely low

concentrations (approaching the detection limit), isotope ratio
precision likely again deviates from a predictable Poisson

statistic because noise arising from the ion pulse height dis-
tribution again becomes the major noise source. This aspect

was not investigated here, as the objective was to optimize
conditions under which the most precise measurements could

be achieved.
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